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CatskillCrawler wrote: My load only differs in that I use CCI200 primers and my OAL is much shorter at 3,235. My rifle is a Rem 700 BDL. He's got a lot of freebore. That's as far as I can sit the ball and, and I'm still at 0.050 out ofland. I'm almost looking forward to the day I can rebarrelate this thing, just to get rid of this freebore. This is a shotgun though, and
does very well the way it is. Just annoying ... Home / Tag Archives: Hodgdon H4831SC This article contains detailed reloading data for the Creedmoor 6mm and 6.5 Creedmoor based on a survey of more than 150 of the top ranked precision rifle competitors. See what the best long-range shooters in the country are reloading in their match ammunition! Read
more Large ammunition is the cornerstone of competitive shooting. Once you have mastered the fundamentals of shooting, the quality of your ammunition can become a differentiator. Want to know what bullets, brass, primers, and powder the best sniper rifle shooters in the country are running? That's what this post is all about. I recently surveyed the top
100 shooters in the Precision Rifle (PRS) series, and this post reviews the reloading components that these snipers were using in 2015. The PRS follows the way the best competitors position themselves in big rifle games across the country. These are the major leagues sniper-style competitions, with ... Read more This post reviews the reloading
components (balls, brass and gunpowder) the best sniper rifle shooters used in 2014. The data is based on a survey of the top 50 shooters in the Precision Rifle Series (PRS). The PRS follows the way the best competitors position themselves in big rifle games across the country. These are the major leagues of sniper-style contests, with targets typically in
the 300-1000 yards range. This is the third year that we have collected this data. For more information on the Precision Rifle series and who these guys are scrolling down this article. Long-range balls here ... Read more This post is about bullets, gunpowder and brass the best snipers use. It is based on what the top 50 national long-range shooters brought
with them to the Series of Precision Rifles (PRS) Finale a few weeks ago. Targeted commitments for a PRS game can range from 25 to 1200 yards, but there is certainly an emphasis on the precision rifle part regardless of range. For more information on who these guys are, and why you should worry about what they think scroll down to the bottom of this
article. Update: These are the results of the 2013 PRS season. Lla... Read more Meet The Pros The Precision Rifle Series (PRS) is a championship-style points series race based on the best precision rifle matches nationwide. Prs matches are recognized as the major league sniper-style rifle games. At the end of each year, scores for 15 different matches
are evaluated and the top 50 shooters nationally are to compete head-to-head in the PRS Final Match. The info below is based on the equipment these pros brought with them to the most recent final. This is a large data set, because 50 shooters is a significant sample size, ... Read more It's probably safe to say more big game was taken with H4831 than
any other powder. Bruce Hodgdon was the first supplier to introduce this popular combustion rate in 1950. Since then, it has become a favorite for cartridges like the 270 Winchester, 25-06 Remington, 280 Remington and 300 Winchester Magnum. As an extreme extruded thruster, it shares the fine quality of insensitivity to hot/cold temperatures, as well as
the superb uniformity of the lot to the lot. H4831SC - Ballisticly, this extreme extruded powder is the exact copy of H4831. Physically, it has a shorter grain size, therefore, the designation SC or shortened. Shorter, more compact grains allow the powder to flow through powder measurements more easily, helping to relieve the constant cutting of the granules.
With smoother flow characteristics comes more uniform load weights, while individual grains steer more compact, creating a higher load density. Available in 1 lb bottle. Check out the loading data for this www.hodgdon.com powder and in the Hodgdon loading guide in our Load Data section. Part # Powder Lbs. 0811000 Hodgdon H1000 (1 lb.) 1 081100V1
Hodgdon Hybrid 100V Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 0811101 Hodgdon H110 (1 lb.) 1 0811105 Hodgdon H110 (8 lbs./keg) 8 0813351 Hodgdon 335 Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 081BENCH1 Hodgdon Benchmark Extreme Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 081BLC21 Hodgdon BL-C(2) Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 081CFE2231 Hodgdon CFE 223 Spherical Rifle Propellant (1 lb) 1 081H10001
Hodgdon H1000 Extreme Rifle Powder 1 081H3221 Hodgdon H322 Extreme Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 081H3801 Hodgdon H380 Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 081H4141 Hodgdon H414 Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 081H4198 Hodgdon H4198 Extreme Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 081H4350 Hodgdon H4350 Extreme Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 081H48311 H4831 Hodgdon H4831 Extreme
Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 081H48311 H4831SC Hodgdon H4831SC Extreme Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 081H48951 Hodgdon H4895 Extreme Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 081H50BMG1 Hodgdon H50BMG Extreme Rifle Powder 1 081HP381 Hodgdon HP38 Spherical Powder (1 lb) 1 081LEVER1 Hogdgon LEVERevolution Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 081RET1 Hodgdon Retumbo
Extreme Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 081SUPER1 Hodgdon Superformance Rifle Powder (1 l b) 1 081US8691 Hodgdon US 869 Rifle Powder (1 lb) 1 081VARGET1 Hodgdon Varget Extreme Powder Rifle (1 lb) 1 Product Type: Propellent, extruded rifle. Packing: 16oz can General Information: Beware! The primer/powder orders ship separately and arrive at a later
date. HazMat charges added per order. Starts - ground freight of powder ships in the 1st 48 states. There is a maximum of 32 lbs of powder allowed per fresh HazMat, however, if you order powder and primers under a HazMat tariff, you can have 70 lbs max per order, of which no more than 32 lbs can be powder. The primers and powder cannot be returned.
Check local regulations. SHIPPING DETAILS: WARNING: PRIMERS, SMOKELESS POWDERS, PYRODEX, TRIPLE SEVEN CAN ONLY BE PURCHASED BY ADULTS. CHECK YOUR LOCAL AND STATE LAWS FOR THE LEGALITY OF ORDERING AND POSSESSION OF THESE PRODUCTS. SMOKELESS PRIMERS AND POWDERS ARE LIMITED
TO WASHINGTON, D.C. RESIDENTS OF CT, MA, NY, AND NJ MUST CHECK LOCAL LAWS FOR RESTRICTIONS BEFORE ORDERING GUNPOWDER PRODUCTS, AMMUNITION, OR PRIMERS. FOR SAFETY REASONS, WE DO NOT ACCEPT RETURNS ON THESE PRODUCTS. DUE TO THE SPECIFIC SHIPPING REQUIREMENTS OF
HAZMAT PRODUCTS, FEDEX AND UPS ASSESS HAZARDOUS MATERIALS CHARGES PER ORDER OF THESE PRODUCTS. POWDER AND PRIMER SHIPPING COSTS (HAZMAT): APPLIES TO PRIMERS AND POWDER IN THE CATALOGUE. HAZMAT FARES ARE PER PACKAGE. YOU CAN RECEIVE UP TO 70 LBS PER PACKET AND
COMBINE THE POWDER AND PRIMERS, BUT THE POWDER SHOULD BE LIMITED TO NO MORE THAN 32 LBS PER PACKET. THE POWDER CANNOT BE SHIPPED BY AIR. OUR BUSINESS ASSOCIATES CAN HELP YOU WITH ANY QUESTIONS. DELIVERY NOTE: HAZMAT PRODUCTS REQUIRE AN ADULT SIGNATURE (18 DEGREES) OR
THAT OF THE INTENDED RECIPIENT AT THE TIME OF DELIVERY. Powder left in the hoppers measuring the loader's powder should be avoided for long periods of time, overnight or several days. The powder should only be stored in original containers when it is not in use. Many modern smokeless powders are double-based in construction, containing
both nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin. Never mix two powders, regardless of type, brand or source. Never replace smokeless powder with black powder or any black powder substitute. Hodgdon® Powder, IMR® Powder and Winchester® Powder expressly rejects all guarantees relating to all products sold or distributed by them, the safety or adequacy of the
product, or the results obtained, including, without limitation, any implied guarantee of commodification or suitability for a particular purpose and/or any other guarantee. Buyers and users assume all risks, responsibilities and responsibilities for all injuries (including death), loss or damage to persons or property (including substantial damages), resulting from
the use of one or more products, whether or not they are caused by the seller's negligence or on the basis of strict liability or the principles of compensation or contribution. Hodgdon®, IMR® and powders do not assume or authorize anyone to assume any responsibility for it related to the use of one or more products. So I've been lurking for a while now, I've
done a few posts here and there, but nothing with a lot of input yet. Now it's time to put together meaningful data for all of you. I noticed that it can be difficult to find load data on the Hornady 147 Gr ELD-M for the 6.5 Creedmoor. So I did some research and bought some powder powders interested me in that. I chose 4 different powders, loaded up to 50 laps
of each, took it to the range and here are the results for anyone who is interested. The powders I tested were RL16, RL26, H4831 SC, H4350. After testing all four, I had excellent results with all of them in different ways. I'll let you all judge what might be done to you. This data will hopefully help to try to choose a good powder for the 147 ELD-M. Be careful
when using any of these loads, make sure you start low and work your way up. All these loads below, start high and get more recommended loads. Don't be a fool and blow up your tool. The Rifle Action - Defiance Deviant Barrel - 26 Krieger 1:8 MTU Break - Area 419 Hellfire Trigger- Timney Calvin Elite 2 Stage Chassis - MDT ESS Rings - ARC M10
Medium Scope - Minox ZP5 5-25x56 The Ammo Hornady 147 Gr ELD-M Brass- Lapua Small Rifle 6.5 CM Primer - CCI 450 OAL - 2.263 .0020 Offland Testing was done at my local reach at 100m. The temperature was 22c with 30 km of wind with gusts to 60 km. The altitude was 805 m above sea level. Sorry, but all the guys in the U.S. will have to convert
that from Canadian on your own. Test #1 - RL16 Charge Muzzle Vel. SD ES Group Size 40.3 2658 9.8 26 1.637 40.6 2687 8.1 18 .998 40.9 2707 6.0 13 .495 41.2 2721 5.6 15 .926 41.5 2749 8.1 22 .754 41.41.4 2771 6.6 15 .852 42.1 2788 4.5 12 .802 42.4 2808 9.8 26 .735 42.7 2835 6.7 14 1.040 43.0 2851 6.3 14 .926 Test #2 - RL26 Charge Muzzle Vel.
SD ES Group Size 45.3 2715 4.7 12 .757 45.6 2759 8.7 22 .563 45.9 2776 9 .5 25 .855 46.2 2794 6.4 16 .834 46.5 2817 5.1 13 .896 46.8 2844 9.2 21 .529 47.1 2855 6.9 19 1.093 47.4 2881 9.6 25 .9 2904 11 30 .739 48.0 2917 9.4 23 .826 Test #3 - H4831 SC Charge Ve. SD ES Group Size 42.5 2614 9.0 25 .516 42.8 2631 6.7 16 .555 43.1 2642 11 28 .28
.8 826 43.4 2665 7.0 18 .668 43.7 2682 6.2 15 .915 44.0 2696 7.6 15 . 507 44.3 2714 5.9 14,000 44.6 2733 5.0 12 0 878 44.9 0 2746 10.8 27 .607 45.2 2760 4.5 10 1,010 test #4 - H4350 Charge Vel Museau. SD ES Group Size 40.0 2657 7.9 21 .971 40.3 2690 11 30 .888 40.6 2688 8.0 7 21 .799 40.9 2706 4.0 10 799 41.2 2719 2719 2.4 6 1 159 41.5 2737
4.7 12 467 41.8 2750 4.4 11,000 0742 42.1 2769 9.9 25 .494 42.4 2792 2.6 7 .556 42.7 2806 7.4 19 .806 After doing these tests, I thought I would have a clear winner, but now I just want to test it all more carefully. So this test has turned into phase 1 now. I'll see what kind of adjustment I can make in the future. I'll keep you all informed when Phase 2 is over
and I'll post the results for all of you. Reactions: HeadHunter10, Gooldylocks, Jeeper48 and 4 others a lot of things here: RL16 - You've gone about 1 grain on max, you've had a major POI change to 41.8g, this is the start of optimal pressure for this combo. RL26 - You went about 2 grains more with this powder, POI remained consistent for all groups
although the pressure was probably about 70,000 PSI. This powder is a winner. H4831SC - For some reason, you didn't get to the maximum pressure with this charge (46g according to Hodgdon), but again POI was consistent, another possible winner. H4350 - 1 grain on max, major POI change to 41.5, this is where the optimal pressure begins. When you
do this type of test, group sizes mean nothing. This can be adjusted with the depth of the seats. What you are looking for is the pressure and changes of POI. I hope it helps. Reactions: Gohring65 and SageRatSafaris There's a lot going on here: RL16 - You've gone about 1 grain on max, you've had a major POI change at 41.8g, this is the start of optimal
pressure for this combo. RL26 - You went about 2 grains more with this powder, POI remained consistent for all groups, even though the pressure was probably around 70,000 PSI. This powder is a winner. H4831SC - For some reason, you didn't get to the maximum pressure with this charge (46g according to Hodgdon), but again POI was consistent,
another possible winner. H4350 - 1 grain on max, major POI change to 41.5, this is where the optimal pressure begins. When you do this type of test, group sizes mean nothing. This can be adjusted with the depth of the seats. What you are looking for is the pressure and changes of POI. I hope it helps. I quite agree, I was very happy with the results of the
text, I think 4831sc produces the best groups, but H4350 gave me the best SD and ES. By far the best speed was the RL26. I'm going to do another test and I'm going to play with the seat department. I'd really like to find a group that shoots down ES with the RL26 I'd be really interested in seeing how H4831SC does until you hit the pressure compared to
H4350. The speed and precision between these two powders always intrigue me. I'm glad you got some data with h4831sc, as that's what I'm playing with since I find it more often than h4350. I love it personally, and I'm trying to test in my wild with a Shilen. I potentially prefer to sacrifice barrel life with this powder vs. h4350. Thanks for the info. Just loaded a
little of rl 26 as well. Been using 4350 and hoping to find a good load by changing. Like the speed of rl26. Reactions: EDMJustin Here are some results from a 24 Tikka T3x CTR. I started buying H4831sc when H4350 was so rare, and have now standardized on it for PRS charges. Although the H4350 gave me some good groups with low SD, 45.2g of
H4831sc and the 142g SMK was a place PRS charges. I found my tikka t3x superlite liked rl26 with 47.9 with the 147eld -m .005 offland. This 24-inch superlite light profile gun was difficult to load. This combination produces 1/2 moa groups. I haven't been able to get the higher speed and accuracy with h4350. I was getting to the point of giving up on this gun
for acceptable accuracy for a hunting platform until I found this combination. My CTR is a lot much accurate and easier to load. It was with starline big primer brass and cci 250 primers. No signs of pressure or primer problems. No rigid bolt. I have a new laboratory radar on the way to my next voyage within range to measure speeds and confirm ballistics. I
was discouraged with my initial bands, considering how my other Creedmoor was doing with various loads, but that 45.2g of 4831sc was a sweetspot, has been using it ever since. I'm running the exact barrel and bullets, but my barrel has a 1 in 7.5 twist. Any suggestions for charges for this setup? I would try as I'm running the exact barrel and balls, but my
barrel has a 1 in 7.5 twist. Any suggestions for charges for this setup? I'd like to try the same job. I don't think twisting will affect your pressure while working up load weight. It can affect you downrange performance though. Thank you! I've used the H4350 before, but it's nowhere to be found now. I'm going to try the RL26. 140 weight balls and you should
have a knot in the 46-47 grain range. I run my 142 matchkings with 46.9-47 R26 inside Prime brass with Fed210M primers. Hammers. RL Thank you! I've used the H4350 before, but it's nowhere to be found now. I'm going to try the RL26. RL26 is very hard for me to find right now. In the end, I went with the reloder 16. Gave me the lowest es/sd in most of the
time. More important for me to be in Canada with such huge temporary changes throughout the year. Yes, I can't find RL26 either. I guess I'll try the RL 16. I just did a pressure test with 147 and RL26 today in my Savage 10 - 24 barrel factory. We got to 47.5 and didn't really have anything on the case that concerned me with pressure wise... I can't stuff more
powder in the sacred case lol At 47.2 and 47.5 I had 2836fps for both. Go try 47.3 and see how it regroups and how ES looks. If I could push 147 to 2830 on a regular basis that would be pretty legitimate. Legitimate.
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